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SPA & fitness in Lech am Arlberg
Luxury for your well-being in the wellness hotel in Lech
A wellness holiday in the five-star hotel in Lech is the crowning finale to your holiday. Relax and enjoy beneficial wellness treatments, or re-energise your body with some fitness and endurance training in the Romantic Hotel Krone in Lech am Arlberg.
Lots of lovely features add to that well-being feeling during your holiday. Experience relaxation, warmth and sanctuary during massages, as well as body and cosmetic treatments. A trip to the sauna or to the steam bath is both invigorating and relaxing and helps make your skin silky soft.

 


SPA & fitness in Lech in the Hotel Krone
Now and again your body needs a break. Give it just that and pamper it with cosmetics, healing massages and revitalising treatments. In the Romantic Hotel Krone in Lech am Arlberg there are so many balancing wellness treatments to avail of. The Krone SPA & Beauty with the 'Wasserschlössl', provides a stylish ambience of well-being.
Pure feeling of well-being. Wellness in Lech in the Romantic Hotel Krone
During your wellness holiday in the Hotel Krone in Lech in the Arlberg there are so many different facilities available to use in the Krone SPA and fitness area. Visit the invigorating Vital Sauna, the tepidarium, or enjoy a Turkish steam bath. A panorama indoor pool and outdoor whirlpool is available in your wellness hotel in Lech.
Krone SPA & fitness facilities at a glance
	Pamorama Indoor Pool
	Outdoor Whirlpool
	Relaxation Zone
	Lech Finnish Sauna
	Vitality Sauna
	Herbal Aroma Steam Bath
	Tepidarium
	Foot-Contrast Bath
	Solarium
	Fitness Studio


Feeling great during a wellness holiday in the mountains in Vorarlberg
For your wellness holiday in Vorarlberg make the most of our convenient online booking facility. Secure your place in this luxury hotel, including SPA and fitness in Lech! Want to know more about a wellness holiday in Austria? Then send a no-obligation holiday enquiry. The team in the Romantic Hotel Krone will be delighted to send you an attractive offer.








Contact
Romantik Hotel „Die Krone von Lech“ 5-Sterne
Familie Pfefferkorn |  Dorf 13, 6764 Lech am Arlberg - Österreich |  +43 5583 2551 | fax: +43 5583 255181 |  email@kronelech.at 
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